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sagas as a subject of university study. It was voted an unqualified success, and became the forerunner to a triennial series of International Saga Conferences held in various countries.

Hermann’s most significant work was on the vast medieval literature of Iceland and its relationship to European humanism. He published several books in which he explored this fertile field: he showed that the sagas were not a uniquely indigenous flowering of native genius sprouting from the virgin soil of Iceland, but had benefited immensely from influences from abroad – not just from Ireland but also from mainstream European thinking and literature. He published studies on many of the major prose sagas and Eddaic poems, as well as several books and articles on the origins and context of saga writing (and reading) in medieval Iceland, for which he coined the term sagnaskemmtun (‘saga entertainment’).

For my own part, I would highlight his huge contribution to introducing the Icelandic sagas to the English-speaking world with a series of ground-breaking translations. He translated all of the ‘Big Five’ of the saga canon (two of them with me, for the Penguin Classics series): Njáls saga, Egils saga, Grettis saga, Laxdæla saga and Ærbyggja saga. He also translated Orkneyinga saga, Hrafnkels saga, Gunnlaugs saga, Gísla saga and many others, as well as volumes of the later ‘Legendary Sagas’ and the important Landnámabók (Book of Settlements), Iceland’s equivalent of the Domesday Book – a twelfth-century compilation of the 440 original Norse settlers of Iceland and their descendents.

Hermann’s last publication, which came out shortly before he died, was an edition of the thirteenth-century religious poem Sólarljóð (Song of the Sun), a remarkable epic ecstasy by an unnamed visionary monk. Since his death another pioneering book has been published: Grettissaga og íslensk síðmenning (Grettis saga and Icelandic culture), a study of the cultural influences from abroad which helped to inspire that great classical Icelandic saga.

With Hermann’s death, the academic world of Icelandic studies has lost one of its most distinguished practitioners. His myriad friends have lost a steadfast comrade, always ready to help others in their work, and an endlessly entertaining and stimulating companion. For myself, I treasure the privilege of having had the opportunity of working with a scholar who wore his immense erudition so lightly.

MAGNUS MAGNUSSON KBE

---

**Introduction**

Gunnþórunn Guðmundsdóttir
and
Daisy Neijmann

University College London

The year 2002 saw the centenary of the birth of the Icelandic author Halldór Laxness (1902-1998). Many events were organised across Europe and North America in honour of the occasion. It seemed a particularly opportune moment to draw attention to this author in Britain, considering the renewed interest in publishing the works of Laxness in English. As a result, a conference on Halldór Laxness was held at the Department of Scandinavian Studies, University College London in September 2002 entitled ‘The Silent Music of the Clouds: 100 Years of Halldór Laxness’, with the financial assistance of the Egil Skallagrímsson Fund and the support of the Icelandic Embassy in London. We invited speakers from Iceland and Britain, asking them to focus on the impact, interpretation and translation of Laxness in the English-speaking world.

The interest proved overwhelming. People from across Britain, as well as Icelanders, from all ages and backgrounds, took part, indicating the attraction of modern Icelandic literature in Britain today.

We were keen to follow up on this new wave of enthusiasm for Laxness’ works by making the papers available in print. We were therefore delighted to find Scandinavica shared our view and offered to devote a special issue to this. It seemed an attractive opportunity as
Scandinavica had earlier published a special Laxness issue in honour of the author’s 70th birthday in May 1972. That volume was edited by Sveinn Skorri Hóskuldsson, who sadly passed away last year.

In editing this collection it has been our intention to introduce Laxness to a wider audience, as the conference demonstrated that the interest in Laxness transcends the academic world.

The first three papers in this collection approach the works of Laxness as a whole, providing an introduction to the author and his oeuvre. Magnus Magnusson’s address explains Laxness’ entrance into and reception in the English-speaking world; Halldór Guðmundsson’s article provides an overview of the author’s life and work; and Ástráður Eysteinsson examines Laxness’ position in the Icelandic literary canon. The next group of papers is devoted to close readings of individual works. Svanhildur Óskarsdóttir focuses on The Fish Can Sing; Rory McTurk investigates The Atom Station; and Guðnýrunn Guðmundsdóttir – whose paper is based on a lecture given at the Nordic Literature Group at University College London in December 2002 – explores Laxness’ autobiographical works. The final paper, by Joe Allard, speculates on the heritage of Laxness in contemporary Icelandic literature as it appears to an outsider.

We also include a bibliography both of Laxness’ many works in Icelandic and of Laxness in English. It is particularly encouraging to see that the last five years alone have seen five translations reissued, while several more are in the pipeline, including works never previously published in English.

Finally we would like to extend our gratitude to all those who have made this initiative a success, including the speakers and participants at the conference, and the Icelandic Embassy in London, in particular the then Ambassador Þorsteinn Pálsson and Reverend Jón A. Baldvinsson.

---

The Fish Can Sing: Translation and Reception of Halldór Laxness in the UK and USA

Magnus Magnusson KBE

Glasgow

Fiskurinn hefur fógur hljóð, 
finnst hann oft á heiðum, 
ærnar renna einn slóð 
eftir sjónum breiðum.

Ladies and gentlemen:
That is a seventeenth-century Icelandic êfugmæli, or riddling rhyme. It is a paradox which baffles explanation but paradoxically needs none, either – although a translation might come in useful:

The fish can sing just like a bird, 
grazing on the moorland scree, 
while cattle in a lowing herd 
roam the rolling sea.

That type of rhyming paradox was much in vogue in earlier times in Iceland, because Icelanders have always loved playing with words, manipulating words, making words dance to new melodies. The rhyme was quoted by Halldór Laxness in Brekkuskotsannlæt (1957) – which
means, literally, The Annals of Brekkukot. When I translated Brekkukotsannáll more than 30 years ago, that is what I wanted to call it - The Annals of Brekkukot - so that it would be recognisably similar to the original; but the publishers felt that this title would be too off-putting for English-speaking readers, and plucked from the novel the enigmatic and inspired alternative of The Fish Can Sing (1966/2000).

Fiskurinn hefur fógr hljóð: The fish can sing, eh? The more I thought about it, the more I liked it and soon became entirely reconciled to the idea of a title so radically different from the original. It seemed to me to epitomise so much about the novel, so much about Hallóvar Laxness, indeed so much about Iceland itself. Most people associate Iceland exclusively with fish (if they associate Iceland with anything) - dried fish and wet fish, flat fish and white fish, stockfish and klippfisk - and, of course, Cod Wars; but the song of Iceland - 'the Silent Music of the Clouds' - is something much more special and particular. The paradox of the title also chimes with the paradox of the nature and character of Hallóvar himself, both as a person and as a writer.

Brekkukotsannáll is one of Hallóvar's most endearing and multifaceted novels. As a translator I shouldn't have favourites, but Brekkukotsannáll ranks very high in my heart. The story is deceptively simple, but not simply told, and it always delights me to return to it. What a wonderful evocation it gives of a period of peri-urban life on the outskirts of Reykjavík early in the twentieth century, told through the eyes and ears of Álfgrímur, whose itinerant mother gave birth to him in the turf-roofed cottage of Björn of Brekkukot, the lumpfish-fisherman. It is the history of his boyhood and youth, absorbing the gentle, sermon-on-the-Mount morality of an earlier time, as he grows up in his adoptive grandparents' home. It is a poor but hospitable place, where dignified understatement is the norm and everything from a lumpfish to a bible has a fixed price which never changes. As Álfgrímur recalls: 'In Brekkukot, words were too precious to use - because they meant something; our conversation was like pristine money before inflation' (The Fish Can Sing, p.117).1

Strangers are always welcome at Brekkukot, and a procession of lodgers of hilarious individuality takes root over the years in the midst of a loft, where Álfgrímur learns about Taoism and much else besides. It is an entrancing, lyrical reminiscence of a lost age, of the genuine and unassuming way of life in an old-fashioned, self-sufficient homestead.

The contrast comes when Álfgrímur goes to school and begins to learn Latin and music and to sing 'Allt eins og bliðmstrø eina' (Just as the One True Flower) at paupers' funerals; now he comes into contact with a very different, commercially-orientated world in which words are no longer the gold standard and the concept of 'renown', however fraudulent, is over-riding. The reigning spirit in this new world is the Icelandic opera-singer Gardar Hölm, whose fabled world success has become a source of pride to all his countrymen - and especially to the Danish-born merchant Göðumens, whose shop sponsored Gardar Hölm's training at music college in Copenhagen. 'The fish can sing!' carols Göðumens at a banquet for the home-coming hero. 'It is high time that we here in Iceland started to have singing fish' (p.204).

But can the fish sing? The adolescent Álfgrímur, his voice already showing immense promise, encounters his idol, Gardar Hölm, but his meetings only serve to make the man and his fame even more mysterious.

The riddle of renown and the perception of purity of note, lie at the heart of this ironic and reflective chronicle. 'I am not very good at singing,' says the age-old Pastor Jóhann who invites the boy to sing at the lonely funerals of anonymous vagrants and ne'er-do-wells, 'but I know that there is one note, and it is pure' (p.62).

The elusive and ambiguous reality of that one pure note is the leitmotif of this subtle and sophisticated novel, sparkling with sly wit and shot through with glinting irony. It was a joy to translate - and it was praised to the skies by discriminating reviewers in Britain at the time:

To read Laxness is to discover an extra taste bud. He creates a world which belongs in another dimension, like the landscape of his country - familiar, strange, seen as in a dream. His is an endearing and unforgettable voice. (Nicholas Shakespeare)

Laxness is a poet who writes to the edge of the pages, a visionary who allows us a plot. He takes a Tolstoyan overview, he weaves in an Evelyn Waugh-like humour. (Fay Weldon)
Ladies and gentlemen, this is the burden of my address this afternoon: how Halldór Laxness has fared in the English-speaking world. What I want to do is to track Halldór’s reputation, or the perception of Halldór’s stature, in the English-speaking world down the years. Let me take you back to when Halldór deliberately set out to conquer the world as a young man: when he went to Canada and California in the late 1920s.

He had first declared himself as a precocious talent at the age of seventeen in 1919 with his first novel, Barn nátúrunnar (Child of Nature), which was privately published. It was a rural love story, strongly influenced by the work of the Norwegian novelist Knut Hamsun (who won the Nobel Prize for Literature the following year). It was followed by a collection of short stories in 1923 (Nókkar sögur) and his second novel in 1924: Undir Helgahnúk (At the Holy Mountain). Neither of these two early novels has been translated into English.

His first major novel followed in 1927 – Vefarinn mikl lí frá Kasmóri (The Great Weaver from Kashmir), a powerful if somewhat chaotic philosophical novel from what is called his ‘Catholic’ period. It sounded a completely new note in contemporary Icelandic literature: radical, avant-garde, even surreal in places. It is the semi-autobiographical story of an idealistic young man, the son of well-to-do Reykjavík parents, who abandons the prospects of a secure life in the family fishery company to embark on a quest for the higher values of life. He goes abroad on a spiritual odyssey, journeys across Europe by train, endlessly debating and arguing over the new philosophies and ideologies he comes across. Ultimately he rejects his homeland, his family, the love of his childhood sweetheart – all the earthly, mundane, human things he had held dear – in order to become a monk and serve God. Nothing remotely like it had ever been written in Icelandic, and it was both strongly praised and violently denounced in Iceland when it was published.

This novel was translated into English – but never published. The translation was by Halldór Laxness himself, in collaboration with his friend, the Icelandic artist Magnús Á. Árnason (1894-1978; husband of the English-born artist Barbara Anderson). Halldór and Magnús translated Vefarinn mikl lí frá Kasmóri when they were together in Los Angeles in 1928, but it was returned by all the publishers to whom they submitted it; Halldór’s later and rather acid comment was that ‘they were not interested in the Pope!’ The manuscript of this translation, which had been thought to have been lost, has now been found in the National Library of Iceland (Landsbókasafn). When he made his first visit across the broad Atlantic he had set his eyes on becoming a Hollywood scriptwriter – the Eldorado of so many ambitious young writers at the time. He had gone to California in 1927 with 50 dollars and a film script in his pocket; but the script was rejected. Back in Iceland he would transform it into Salka Valka (1931-1932; Salka Valka, 1936), that magnificently realistic evocation of embryonic class struggle in an isolated fishing village, dominated by the forceful, passionate, generous-hearted young heroine, the eponymous Salka Valka, torn between idealistic left-wing ambition and love and loyalty. Salka Valka was the first Laxness novel to be published in English translation, in 1936 – rather a lacklustre version by F. H. Lyon, I am sorry to say, translated not from the Icelandic original but from Danish.

A few years later came Sjálfstætt fólk (1934-1935; Independent People, 1945/1997), that furiously bitter story of an obstinate and indomitable crofter in early twentieth-century Iceland and his heroically unavailing struggle against the harsh forces both of humanity and of nature. It was translated by James Anderson Thompson and published by Allen & Unwin in London in 1945.

James (‘Jim’) Anderson Thompson, the first Laxness translator from the original, was a remarkable man who had an equally remarkable career. He was born in Berwick-upon-Tweed in 1910 and studied English and Old Norse at Leeds University, where the Professor of Old English was the redoubtable E. V. Gordon (author of the classic textbook for English-speaking students, An Introduction to Old Norse); Thompson graduated in 1931 and planned to embark on a doctoral thesis on James Joyce’s Ulysses, but since Ulysses was then banned in Britain he abandoned the project. Instead, through an Icelander he had met at Leeds University, he got a job in Iceland for a year as a schoolteacher in the Menntaskóli (Grammar School) in
Akureyri. On his first visit to the library in Akureyri he found a copy of the forbidden book!

During his year in Akureyri, Thompson became proficient in Icelandic. After he returned from Iceland in 1932 he went back to Leeds University, where he went on to take a Diploma in Education in 1933. Thereafter he married a cousin from Berwick-upon-Tweed who brought to the marriage as a dowry a young son and a tiny licensed hotel in London. There he began working on his translation of *Sjálfsstætt fólk*, which was published after eight years of quiet labour. A few years after the war, Thompson and his wife took over a hotel in Leeds, where Thompson also worked as a school-teacher. Thompson was a tall, dark-haired man with a small military moustache – very personable, by all accounts. But he was not a particularly assiduous hotel-keeper – he preferred reading Homer to dealing with customers. I get the impression that his hotel was a sort of embryonic Fawlty Towers.

Early in the 1970s he had a nervous breakdown and separated from his wife; he moved to Newcastle upon Tyne, where he lived in a bedsitter in the Jesmond district near the city centre and got a job as a petrol station attendant. Here he met and made friends with an Icelander who was completing his doctoral thesis at Newcastle upon Tyne – Gísli Már Gíslason, now the Professor of Limnology and Dean of Science at the University of Iceland. Gísli Már remembers him as an entertainingly eccentric drinking-companion whom he met once a week in the Lonsdale pub in Jesmond.

In 1976 Thompson moved back to Leeds and worked as a part-time evening porter in the university’s sports hall (he resigned due to ill-health in 1979). Here he used to frequent ‘The Original Oaks’ pub, where he occasionally met enthusiastic young students like Rory McTurk (now Reader in Icelandic Studies at Leeds University). Gísli Már Gíslason corresponded with him regularly for several years, but in 1984 his letters were returned unopened, and we must presume that Thompson died around then; there were no children of the marriage.

In his volume of autobiographical essays, *Skáldatími* (1963; A Poet’s Time), Laxness mentioned meeting Thompson in London soon after the war ‘scrubbing stairs in a fifth-rate hotel’; he went on to say that the poor man had been so exhausted and stressed by his labours on *Independent People* that he never opened a book again! This, I may say, was a typically impish bit of Laxness artistic licence, re-casting Thompson (with hindsight) as the philosopher lavatory-attendant in *The Fish Can Sing*!

But I digress. When Thompson’s translation of *Independent People* was published in New York by Alfred Knopf in 1946 it took America by storm. It was promoted by the Book of the Month club and sold half a million copies. Brad Leithauser of the *New York Review of Books* wrote of it: ‘There are good books and there are great books, and there may even be a book which is something still more: it is the book of your life.’ With his social realism and his uncompromisingly sardonic but compassionate depiction of the degrading squalor of rural life, Laxness was hailed as Iceland’s John Steinbeck, Iceland’s Sinclair Lewis and Upton Sinclair combined: a significant new voice in world literature.

But the *succès d’estime* which attended his American debut soon faded, perhaps because the book’s sentiments were considered too radical for the anti-Communist mood of post-war, Cold-War America. He came to be considered anti-American in a big way – especially with his 1948 satire on post-war Icelandic politics, *Atómstöðin* (The Atom Station, 1961/2003). But more of that anon.

The third Laxness novel to be translated into English was *Gerpla* (1952; *The Happy Warriors*), which came out in 1958. It was a curious choice. When Laxness was awarded the Nobel Prize for Literature in 1955, his waning reputation in the English-speaking world was given a welcome boost. The London publishing house of Methuen & Company must have seen it as an opportunity to jump on to what they doubtless hoped would be a lucrative bandwagon; but which novel to choose? And who would translate it? James Anderson Thompson was presumably no longer interested. Methuen decided on the last novel Laxness had published before being awarded the Nobel Prize – *Gerpla*, which had been published in 1952. They could not find a translator to tackle the Icelandic original, so they chose someone to translate it from a recent Swedish version: Catherine John.
Gerpla is a Laxness innovative one-off, you might say: a retelling of Föstbreðra Saga (The Saga of the Blood-Brothers). Its style is a remarkable combination of archaic Old Icelandic and neo-Laxness. Even the title – Gerpla – was a neologism, derived from the words garpr (hero, champion) and gerpi (rogue, scoundrel) to create a word which echoed familiar Icelandic diminutives for specific sagas like Njála, Grettla and Egla. Even translating the title would be a problem – something like Heroica, perhaps. Heroica would have been a suitably ironic title; because Gerpla itself is uncompromisingly anti-heroic. It deflated all the heroic Saga pretensions of pride and violence and contrasted them with the dignified and self-sufficient life of the Inuit in Greenland and the ordinary Icelander in the medieval Saga Age. It was as shocking as an onslaught on the ideology and achievements of the Samurai of medieval Japan. I think Catherine John made a gallant attempt at it, but it failed to make much of a mark.

That was the state of play at the end of the fifties as far as Laxness was concerned: a Nobel Prize-winner with only three of his novels published in English. (In the by-going, I should perhaps mention that in 1959 one of Laxness’ long short stories, ‘The Honour of the House’ (Ungfrúin gða og húsið) – a novella, I suppose it could be called – was translated by Kenneth G. Chapman and published in Iceland by Helgafell, Halldór’s publisher.)

It was at this stage that I decided to try my own hand at translating Halldór Laxness. I had just completed a translation of Njáls Saga with my old friend and mentor, the late Hermann Pálsson, who died so tragically in a holiday accident in Bulgaria this summer. It was time to tackle the modern giant of Icelandic letters. I wrote to Methuen, suggesting that Atómstöðin (The Atom Station) would be rather more digestible fare for the English-speaking world. Methuen agreed.

Translating Atómstöðin was a revelation. I had not fully appreciated just what a subtle and ironic and compassionate work it was. In the novel, politicians in Reykjavík are portrayed as conspiring to ‘sell’ their country to the Americans for a NATO air base at Keflavík. It was not, in my view, a political novel at all; it was a novel of national pride, as well as a sustained attack on the chicanery and rootlessness of the new urban culture of the intellectual society of the capital. In The Atom Station, too, Laxness introduced the first of the quiet, unselfish, undogmatic philosophers (the organist) who would create a centre of stillness and gravity in many of his subsequent novels, ending with the apotheosis of Jón Primus in Kristnihald undir Jökli (1968; Christianity at Glacier, 1972). He also introduced, as the narrator, one of his wonderfully sane and down-to-earth women, Ugla, a young girl from the north who comes to the capital to work as a housemaid in the Reykjavík home of her MP, the worldly, world-weary cabinet minister Búi Árland.

I have to confess that I had fallen in love with Ugla, the owl, Athene’s bird of wisdom – who hasn’t? I admired the weary, worldly Búi Árland who thought he found in her his own belated salvation; above all, I was in love with the quiet organist who accepted the world as it was but ultimately made his contribution to changing it for the one person whose genuineness he admired – Ugla.

The translation was well received and was also published in the USA. Methuen were pleased with it and pressed me to do another. My choice fell upon Paradisarheimt (Paradise Reclaimed, 1962/2002) which Laxness had recently published, in 1960. It recounts the adventures of a real-life peasant farmer in the south of Iceland in the late nineteenth century, Steinar of Steinhálsfær. He is a careful and conscientious farmer, a man of integrity who loves his family dearly and wants above all else to create an earthly paradise for his two young children; and yet the more he tries to protect them from the harsh realities of the world, the more suffering he unwittingly brings upon them. First, to gain royal favour, he gives away their fairy-tale white pony, Krapy, to the king of Denmark during a royal visit to Iceland in 1874. When he goes to Denmark in return he meets an itinerant Mormon bishop and is converted to Mormonism; Steinar is persuaded by the bishop to leave Iceland to seek the tangible blessings of an earthly paradise in Utah. He abandons his family to the not-so-tender mercies of a rich and unscrupulous neighbour, Björn of Leirur, and sets off on his travels. In the Mormon Promised Land of Salt Lake City, however, he finds only disillusionment; his family is scattered to the cold winds, and eventually he returns home to what he now sees as his former paradise, a sufferer but wiser man, to re-cultivate his ruined farm.
Paradisarheimt personified man’s unending search for the absolute and eternal in human life. It was a universal tale, and I felt that the ‘American section’ might help to add interest for English-speaking readers. I assiduously cultivated the friendship of two earnest young American Mormon missionaries who called at our house and were doubtless gratified at the intense interest I showed in the Church of the Latter-Day Saints and my insatiable appetite for printed literature on the subject!

Incidentally, the American edition of Paradise Reclaimed was sold out in a suspiciously short time. Indeed, Halldór Laxness, who always took a rather cynical view of his publishers abroad, was convinced that furious Mormons in New York had bought up every copy and prevented any further reprints!

The task of translation went well and reasonably successfully, I like to think. But I recall with a salutary shudder a major problem I faced (and almost failed to solve) in one of the chapters. It concerned a scene in an emigrant ship to the New World in the 1870s. Laxness had translated into Icelandic a little ditty from another time and from across the water. The challenge was to re-translate it back into the original. This is how Laxness had translated it into dancing Icelandic dactyls:

Lángr fyrir utan ystu skóga,
árði sem að gullið fæst,
einn bjó smíður útí móa,
og hans döttir, sem þú manst.

How I slaved over those four lines! After much head-scratching, because I could not identify the original, the best I could manage was something very literal, like this:

Far beyond the farthest forests
in the year that gold was found,
there lived a smith who shared his dwelling
with his daughter, I’ll be bound.

It was fair to middling doggerel, I must admit, but at least it scanned and rhymed! It was not until I was preparing to post my typescript to

the impatient publisher (publishers are always impatient) that I noticed that the chapter had been entitled ‘Klæmintfudans’; and then it dawned on me, like a thunderclap, what the original had been. It was something very, very familiar, from the days of the 1849 Gold Rush – ‘Oh, my darling Clementine’:

In a cavern, in a canyon,
excavating for a mine,
dwelt a miner, ‘forty-niner,
and his daughter, Clementine...

Sometimes, when one is translating, the obvious is all too obvious.

The third Laxness I tackled was Brekkukotsannáll – my beloved The Fish Can Sing, which came out in 1966. The Fish Can Sing was the last Laxness which Methuen felt inclined to publish. They were disappointed, I think, that the translations had not exactly set the literary heather on fire in Britain, although they had earned some exceptionally glowing reviews. When I offered to translate the monumental four-volume Heimstjóð (1937-1940; World Light, 1969/2002) they politely and regretfully declined. But I was determined to see Heimstjóð published in English; it was the mightiest (and certainly the longest and largest) of the Laxness canon, and therefore had to be translated. So I started searching for another imprint, and good fortune soon attended my efforts: bolstered by the promise of a grant from the Nordic Council, the University of Wisconsin Press (which had an office in London) undertook to publish it.

As I worked on the translation, I kept thinking of the marvellous aperçu by Gustave Flaubert in his Carnets (translated by T. S. Eliot): ‘Human language is like a cracked kettle on which we beat out tunes for bears to dance to, when all the time we are longing to move the stars with pity.’ Translation, I fear, can offer only a meagre equivalent, at best only an echo of the majesty of the original. Like a painting, a translation depends for its effect upon very minute touches. It is a work of infinite pains, to be returned to in many moods and viewed in many different lights. Translation is a constant compromise between the effort to be literal and the effort to be idiomatic. As Voltaire once said, ‘A faithful translation, like a faithful woman, is very seldom beautiful.’
Perhaps the Flaubert apothegm had been in Halldór’s mind, too, when he was writing the narrative of the poverty-stricken life and lonely death of Olafur Kárason of Ljósavík, who had been brutally abandoned as a child. His story is loosely based on the life-story of an Icelandic folk poet at the turn of the previous century named Magnús Hjaltason Magnússon (1873-1916). Today Magnús would be called a social drop-out: he was considered in every sense a ‘failure’, both as a poet and as a person. He contained within himself many stock aspects of the poet-figure in society: the weirdness, the alienation, the improvidence, the sense of divinely-inspired mission, the meekness. He had all the ardent pantheism of the English Romantic poets, the disastrously erotic romanticism of Robert Burns, the preposterous poetic zeal of William McGonagall. He was not (and this is central to Laxness’ treatment of the theme) a good poet abused and misunderstood, but a mediocre poet perceived by society as a wastrel and a menace to himself as much as to others. And yet in his prose writing – in his diaries and in his autobiography – he expressed with lyrical passion the yearning of mankind for enlightenment, for culture, for beauty in the midst of squalor.

The genius of Laxness was to invest this man Magnús Hjaltason Magnússon and his puny, awkward life with a haunting nobility of stature despite his meekness, a heroic quality despite the paltriness of some of his actions. Laxness used Magnús Hjaltason Magnússon’s prose writings as a quarry from which he mined the personality of his ‘Ólafur Kárason’, a living, suffering expression of universal values and yearning aspirations. World Light is a Portrait of an Artist, drawn in strong and exaggerated colours; what emerges at the end is a marvellous compassion for mankind itself, a compassion which is heightened by Laxness’ rippling irony which plays on every character he draws. It is both apologia and panegyric, an evaluation and a vindication of a tatterdemalion culture which represents the age-old aspiration of base metal to transmute itself into gold.

At the end of the novel, Ólafur Kárason discovers (in the fragile innocence of a young girl whom he awakens to love) the beauty he has been seeking all his life; but by discovering it, by seducing the girl, he destroys that dream of beauty. There is nothing left for him but to wander in dazed exaltation to his own death up on the shimmering glacier of Snæfellsjökull where the spirit of beauty dwells supreme, icy and ever unattainable.

World Light was published in 1969. Unlike Laxness’ impish caricature of James Anderson Thompson, I had not been so exhausted by the monumental labour of translating Heimsjóð that I never wanted to open another book. I was still raring to go. And the opportunity came soon enough when Laxness’ publisher in Iceland, Helgafell, invited me to translate Halldór’s last major work of fiction, Kristnihald undir Jökli.

Kristnihald undir Jökli (which I translated as Christianity at Glacier, 1972) had been published in 1968; it was one of the most entertaining and brilliantly inventive of his works, a timeless fable of modern times which presented once again the complex antithesis between the simple, innocent, self-sufficient individual and the self-seeking world of the capitalist entrepreneur. The main protagonist is pastor Jón Prímus, the incumbent in the parish of undir Jökli at the roots of Snæfellsjökull, who is under investigation for some strange goings-on there which have reached the ears of his bishop. Pastor Jón is an extraordinary example of the eccentric philosopher who appears so often in Laxness’ later novels. He is the parish jack-of-all-trades who repairs broken machinery and cars and prims stoves, and shoes horses for all comers instead of curing souls. His philosophy is based not on theology but on respect for all forms of life. Into his parish comes an old school-friend and fellow-theological student, Guðmundur Sigmundsson, who has been in California and become ‘Dr Goodman Syngmann’ – guru, cosmopolitan engineer, super-businessman and cosmobologist extraordinary. He and a retinue of surreal Californian hippies want make use of the great glacier as a living ice-box in which to practise cryogenics as a means of reincarnation.

Here we meet the last and most enigmatic of Laxness’ great gallery of enchanting and enchanted heroines, the mysterious Úa. In her, the real and the unreal come perilously close. Who, exactly, is Úa? The pastor’s bride who had run off on her wedding night with Guðmundur Sigmundsson? A former nun? The erstwhile madam of a brothel in
Buenos Aires? An old-fashioned witch? A ghost? The Earth Goddess, Gaea, herself? One of Dr Godman Syngmann’s scientifically produced reincarnations from the deep-freeze of the glacier? Or is she all of these things? For some time she is very much a real woman in the story; and then, at the end, she vanishes, mockingly, with the elusiveness of life itself.

So often it is women who hold the stage in Laxness: Salka Valka, Snaefridur Islandsson (Sun of Iceland) in Islandsklukkan (1943-1946; Iceland’s Bell, 2003), Ugle in The Atom Station and finally Úa – has anyone produced such a collection of compelling and unforgettable women in world literature?

That was the last Laxness I tackled, apart from a delightful short story entitled ‘Sagan af bráuðinnu dýra’ which I translated as The Bread of Life for Vaka-Helgafell in Iceland in 1987.

Halldór Laxness, to my mind – and I have spoken it often enough – is one of the great European novelists of the twentieth century. He is revered in Iceland, of course; he was recently named as one of the 100 best novelists of all time by a poll of Scandinavian writers. But he has never sustained the reputation in the English-speaking world which I believe he merits.

It is impossible to categorise Laxness as a novelist. He did not have one voice. He had several. He is the most protean of novelists. In chapter 9 of Hjóð Ljósa Man (The Fair Maiden), the second of the Islandsklukkan trilogy, Arnars Arnæus comments on the fact that mountains in Iceland can have different names, depending on which side of them you live: ‘There is a mountain in the north of Iceland which is called Bakrangi when it is seen from the east, Ógaungufjall if one looks at it from the west, but Galr when seen from the sea to the north’ (Islandsklukkan, pp. 147-148, my translation). Halldór Laxness was using this apothegm as a metaphor for ‘truth’ – it all depends on how you look at things. But I like to think of it also as a metaphor for Laxness himself: for his capacity to encourage us to see ‘the truth’ from many different angles and points of view, from above or below, from north or south, from left or right. It is also a metaphor for the towering literary stature of a great novelist who saw, and expressed, life in the round - from every direction.

Ladies and gentleman: in Islandsklukkan, Halldór wrote that ‘there is no sight more splendid than that of Iceland rising from the sea’ (p. 320). And I am delighted to be able to report that Halldór’s works, too, are rising from the sea.

The Harvill Press republished Independent People in 1999, and my translation of The Fish Can Sing in a revised edition in 2000 and again in 2001. Earlier this year a revised version of my translation of Paradise Reclaimed was republished in the USA by Random House, which even now is reissuing a revised version of my translation of Heimsfjöð. Next summer, the Harvill Press (which has just been bought by Random House) is to republish my translation of Átomstöðin.

But one Laxness novel has not yet been published in English: his great historical trilogy Islandsklukkan, which he published in 1943-46. The title refers to an old bronze bell in the church at Pingvellir, which was removed by the Danish authorities to be melted down for the rebuilding of war-stricken Copenhagen. The novel is set in Iceland and Denmark in the decades around 1700 and involves three major characters: firstly Jón Hreggviðsson, an Icelandic peasant who is convicted of murdering a Danish official, and fled abroad, where he has an extraordinary series of picaresque adventures; Jón is the eternally oppressed but endlessly resilient peasant who responds to all adversity with a quip and a sardonic verse. The second is Árni Arnason (otherwise known as Arnars Arnæus), a character loosely based on the cultured humanist and cosmopolitan scholar-statesman Árni Magnússon (1663-1730) who devoted his life to preserving Iceland’s age-old culture. The third is Snaefridur Islandsson, the romantic love of Árni Arnason’s life, proud and willful, luminously intelligent and endlessly fascinating, symbolising the vision of all the injured splendour of Iceland’s past and present. For many people, it is Halldór’s most memorable and resonant work, written in a form of eighteenth century Icelandic which catches all the ambivalent subtleties of that period. Certainly, in Iceland, it has proved the most popular of his novels, in terms of book-sales.

Islandsklukkan has already been translated into 22 languages. It simply had to be translated into English. It was a challenge waiting to be undertaken by someone brave enough to pick up the gauntlet. I say
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Life and Works

In the early years of his life, Heider continued his studies and published his first book on electromagnetic theory. He then began to focus on the development of new technologies, particularly in the field of radio and television. His work in these areas was groundbreaking and led to the development of new communication systems.

Heider's contributions to the field of technology were recognized internationally, and he received numerous awards and honors for his work. He was a member of several prestigious scientific organizations, including the National Academy of Sciences.

Heider's legacy continues to be celebrated today, and his work continues to influence the field of technology. His contributions have had a profound impact on the world, and his legacy serves as an inspiration to future generations of scientists and engineers.
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enduring and lasting artistic legacy, as they were called, and on the other
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Lauren's career spanned from 1930 to 1939, during which time she wrote several novels. One of her most notable works was "Edition," which was published in 1938. The novel received critical acclaim and was praised for its realistic portrayal of social issues. Lauren's writing was often characterized by its social consciousness and her ability to address important contemporary issues. Her works often dealt with themes of social justice, inequality, and the impact of economic conditions on individuals. Lauren's legacy continues to be celebrated for her contributions to the realm of literature, particularly in her exploration of social and political themes.
life and works
because of the authorities' ambiguous position on modern art and writers, and later because of the authorities' attitude toward the post-World War II avant-garde. This contradiction lay at the heart of the Soviet Union's artistic policy. A number of events and developments have contributed to the evolution of the avant-garde. The most important of these is the development of the avant-garde itself, which has been characterized by a series of groundbreaking works that have challenged the traditional boundaries of art and culture. This has led to a number of new and exciting developments in the field of art, and has helped to establish the avant-garde as a major force in the world of art and culture.
that all his efforts have been in vain, but that he has lost the most important things in his life. The story itself is more complex than this, just as the main character is more complex than he seems. But Laxness’ tone has seldom been darker than in this work about the quest for paradise. This book was to be Laxness’ last novel for a long while. In his essays from these years it emerges that he was assailed by major doubts about the value of the novel as a genre, not least as he had begun to doubt the role of the narrator, that ‘gatecrasher with no name and an uncertain passport who is always present like some peeping Tom wherever you open the novel’. Here, Laxness’ scepticism has reached its height: to his political disillusion has been added a gnawing doubt about the value of narrative art, which had always been the sounding board of his work, for no narrative can exist without a narrator of some kind.

Over the next few years Laxness concentrated on writing plays, some of them not far removed from the absurdist school, but never managing to be fully convincing from an artistic standpoint, despite some good moments. Then there were essays and an autobiographical work, called Skáldatími (1963; A Poet’s Time), in which he turned his back once and for all on Soviet socialism and the various other ideologies which had crossed his path. At the same time, it is an entertaining record of how many of his books came to be written, and contains lively descriptions of many of his contemporaries, including Bertolt Brecht.

The novel would not release its hold on Laxness, however, and in 1968 he produced a work which shows his extraordinary power of reinvention as an author: Krístnihald undir jökkli (Christianity at Glacier, 1972/1996). In this work, Laxness avoids the problem of the narrator to a certain extent by using the techniques of the dramatist. The narrator, who is an emissary of the bishop of Iceland sent to examine the practice of Christianity in a remote rural district, is made to carry a tape recorder, record conversations and conscientiously note down whatever he sees. Naturally, the result is far more complex and mysterious than any mere tape recording, not least thanks to the main character, the local pastor Rev. Jón Primus. He is one of the characters in Laxness’ later novels who have been associated with Taoism.
Laxness became acquainted with Tao, the *Book of the Way* by Laotse, in his youth, which was to have an influence on his path ever afterwards, not as a religion, but in the sense that Laxness was always aware of Taoism as an alternative way to his own. On the one hand, he always took delight in work, possessed a personal as well as a political will to fight, and a ruthless ambition which found a glamorous outlet. On the other hand, he was aware of the Chinese wisdom about the lowly and gentle, the rejection of toil and ambition, and the victory of the meek. Characters who represent the latter are evident in his later books, in *Brekkuksottannóll* and *Paradísirheimt*.

Jón Primúss in *Kristnihald undir jöklí* is formed in this mould, and is perhaps its most memorable character. As before, Laxness used the form of the novel to speak out against various things that he himself might be preaching in his essays, in this instance particularly the faith in science and technology, and a simplistic form of empiricism. Thus he makes Jón Primúss say at one point: ‘The difference between a novelist and a historian is this, that the former tells lies deliberately and for the fun of it; the historian tells lies in his simplicity and imagines he is telling the truth’ (1996, p.88). Against this, Jón Primúss offers up the birds of the air and their language: ‘It’s a pity we don’t whistle at one another, like birds. Words are misleading’ (p.86). Laxness always employed birds as a symbol of the most beautiful endeavours on earth, and also as an image of all that is best in art. In *Atómstöðin*, a novel from 1948, he describes a bird as follows:

For a bird is first and foremost movement; the sky is part of a bird, or rather, the air and the bird are one; a long journey in a straight line into space, that is a bird; and heat, for a bird is warmer than a man and has a quicker heart-beat, and is happier besides, as one can hear from its call - for there is no sound like the chirp of a bird and it is not a bird at all if it does not chirp (The Atom Station 1961, p.43).

In *Kristnihald undir jöklí*, this image brings together doubts about the dominant belief in technology and the belief in an absolute truth, a scepticism which reaches its height in Jón Primúss: ‘It is pleasant to listen to the birds chirping. But it would be anything but pleasant if the birds were always chirping the truth’ (p. 241).

*Kristnihald undir jöklí* proved to Laxness that the novel had the power of survival and in his final interviews he was not afraid to argue the value of narrative and defend the attempt to tell tales about the wonders that have occurred on earth, and to speak clearly. This is how he answers a Swedish journalist in 1981 who asked him about the art of writing: ‘It is difficult to write. What matters is to write playfully, amusingly and intelligently. A simple and clear style. That is the most difficult thing there is’.

Halldór Laxness’ final books were autobiographical rather than fictional for the most part. He ended his authorial career with four books published between 1975 and 1980. These books contain accounts of his youth and upbringing and his first travels, up to about the age of twenty, as well as essays and the meditations of a mature and ageing author about everything between heaven and earth, not least literature and writers. Laxness called these works ‘essay-novels’, a genre which gave him a great deal of freedom. The books show how a poet is created, and it is particularly interesting to see how Laxness brings together his knowledge of narrative methods. He says in one place about the difficulty of writing a good text: ‘A well-written sentence “sits” like a flower which grows in the soil, it fits. It is easy for the latecomer to invent the bang when others have already invented the gunpowder’. In another place he expresses the same thought as follows: ‘The problem of fiction, both prose and poetry, is like that of dance: no effort must be visible, everything must seem to come naturally’.

This aesthetic view demands that the least prominence should be given to the main themes in the narrative, which should only be revealed to the reader through secondary events, and also demands that the author realise that sometimes he must be silent: ‘The art of writing is contained in being silent about many things’. Nowhere is this better demonstrated in these works than when they deal with death, for example the death of Laxness’ father, or with love, about which the author is very circumspect in these late works. There is only one love story in the four books, in which Laxness accompanies a girl home in the rain, and this story only consists of four paragraphs: ‘We couldn’t say anything, and we couldn’t stop holding hands in the rain. I’m sure
our hearts were pounding more than a little, both together. It rained on our hot, entwined fingers. But soon it was over. Seldom has Laxness come closer to what he said in an earlier essay about the value of using words sparingly in fiction: ‘When composing a novel it is healthy to have the list of telephone rates to the Falkland Islands as one’s guide. The fear of having to pay for every word according to the rates would save many an author from long-windedness’.

The most memorable descriptions in the books are of Laxness, the farm near Reykjavik where Laxness grew up and from which he took his name, along with the descriptions of his parents and relatives, his own ‘hidden people’, one could say. The extremes of the age have passed, the ideological struggle is only a sign on the wall, Laxness has found his own Tao. In an oriental tale which Laxness refers to in one of his last books, there is an account of a master in a bamboo hut who sends his disciple down to the river to fetch water in a jar. By the river the disciple sees a young girl combing her hair. He falls in love, builds a hut with her and they have sons. Then war and countless troubles befall them and everything is destroyed until finally the disciple stands alone, poor and destitute, and then remembers his master and goes in search of him. Laxness tells it thus: ‘The master looked at him for a while, then smiled mildly and said: friend, where is the water which I asked you to fetch?’ Here the cosmopolitan has at last returned home and made his peace with the Icelander, just as the poet who writes about the world has come to terms with the man who lived in it and can at last write about him, his upbringing and home and his dream of singing for the world.

It is remarkable that Laxness seems to have foreseen in his youth the course of his whole career, as the storyteller and poet of his nation, social activist and author of world literature. In an autobiographical manuscript which he wrote aged 23 but did not publish until much later, he has one character describe the career of man: ‘to declare war on the views of the world and theories of the age, to call all lies true and all truth lies, and then look out over the world from the glamorous viewpoint of a superman for a few years—before we dive down to the bottom of the sea in search of the most precious pearl’.
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Literary history is not — no more than any other kind of history — an innocent or 'natural' endeavour, or perhaps natural only to the extent that storytelling is a natural urge. For history, excuse the banality, is a story, a tale told by a storyteller, and even the most learned and objective-minded scholars are thrown headlong into a narrative construction when sorting out bits and pieces from the multifarious outpouring of literary productivity.

The writing of history has long tended to have its base in the orchestration of events and individuals. While there has been some resistance to this method of scoring, or storylining, such as the French 'Annalist' emphasis on the fabric of social history, the general conditions of public life, and the public mindset, the tradition seems to be as alive and kicking as ever. In literary history the equivalent points of emphasis would be works and authors. Styles, themes and other qualities of literary discourse tend to rank subserviently, except in so far as they are taken to characterize certain movements or periods.
Periods in literary history, however, have frequently functioned as mirrors of social, especially national history.

But literary history is not documented solely in works of literary historiography. Every piece of literary criticism that discusses literary works and authors contributes to the mainstreams, outlines, or sometimes margins of a literary history in public evidence. The same could be said of almost every other discourse about literature, literary "registrations", which are, in one way or another, acts of canonization. The prominence of certain writers gets reflected in countless ways, the reassessment of works and oeuvres is constantly taking place; literary history gets told, mediated, disseminated – even in the absence of actual volumes of literary history.

It is important to emphasize this because Iceland, while it possesses a long-standing and relatively rich literary culture, does not have a strong tradition of literary historiography, in which one literary historian picks up from another, correcting, amending, adding, deleting. The main exceptions to this general rule are studies in the canonized genres of medieval Icelandic literature, mainly the Sagas of Icelanders (Íslendingasögur), eddic and scaldic poetry, the Sturlunga Saga collection, and the writings attributed to Snorri Sturluson (1179-1241), i.e. the Snorra Edda (on Nordic mythology and poetry) and Heimskringla (history of the Norwegian kings).

There is no doubt that in terms of relevance for Icelandic national/historical identity, the anonymous family sagas have been of crucial importance, and not being able to locate and name the authors or writers of these heroic epics has been a source of grief for many. Much has been written about the possible or likely figures that put to calfskin sagas like Njáls Saga, Laxdala Saga, and The Saga of Grettir. Several scholars have conjectured that Snorri Sturluson may be the author of Egil's Saga, but it was not until last year that this saga was actually published under Snorri's name. There has already been some debate about the legitimacy of this act, and indeed about what "author" means in this context, where, for instance, no original manuscripts have survived. The act of attributing one of the most important sagas to the most renowned writer of the thirteenth century may be seen as an attempt to lend the family sagas new 'authority' as original literary creations.

It would appear, then, that in Iceland one has seriously dodged the "death of the author". And while a saga writer returns from the dead to be acknowledged as the author of the saga of Egil Skallagrímsson, who is a great poet in his own right (that is, if he actually composed the poetry allotted to him in the saga), the nation celebrated the centenary of another writer who seems especially commanding in the history of twentieth-century Icelandic literature, holding as he does a preeminent, central position in the literary field in general, and especially in the domain of the novel. Having supplied his compatriots with many a bone of contention during his early and mid-career, Halldór Laxness (1902-1998) became a national icon after he was awarded the Nobel Prize for literature in 1955. If only because of Halldór Laxness, it will prove difficult to pull the history of modern Icelandic literature away from its focus on the author.

My interest in this essay – as a storyteller, albeit a reluctant one – is twofold, as is borne out by my title. I shall focus on the story of the Icelandic novel, i.e. the historical and narrative representation of the genre, but I shall also look to the narrative aesthetics and methods evident in the Icelandic novel as a form and practice of writing. Halldór Laxness is important in the first instance because he manages to create a space for himself as a 'guide' to the qualities and values of novelistic and national narratives – and because he does so not only by writing significant novels.

It is important to note in this context that the issue of narrative is also salient when unravelling the careers of individual writers, and this is often especially true of novelists. What are the terms through which one outlines such careers? What narrative context does one read the novels into?

1) The writer's life?
2) Social and cultural history (especially since the novel is so often seen as socially based)?
3) The history and practice of fiction and the novel, domestic and/or foreign?
4) Other historical dimensions – e.g. the history of ideas?

As far as this last category is concerned, Halldór Laxness has often been described as moving in and out of grand narratives in the course of his life: from an early acquaintance with Taoism (or does this count as a grand narrative in the West?) through Catholicism to Marxism, and ultimately perhaps back to some sort of resignation in the spirit of Tao. He repeatedly repudiated Freudianism, although it is tempting to speculate whether this was because he was immersed in it, for his novels manifest deep and complicated Freudian insights. And the Eternal Feminine that Laxness consciously foregrounds in some of his texts – notably in conjunction with Freudian allusions in *Kristnihald undir Jökli* (1968; *Christianity at Glacier*, 1972/1996) – is this, too, possibly a form of grand narrative? Finally, the narrative of Icelandic nationhood is one that Laxness concerns himself with in various ways throughout most of his writing career.

Portrayals of such ideological mobility or migratory urge do not, however, reflect a tendency to see his career so much as a product of his society and culture (cf. item 2 above). In fact, the flow is often seen as going in the opposite direction, Laxness being viewed as a cultural agent in a radical sense of the word, very often, in fact, as a cultural hero who shaped his environment. In an essay published 30 years ago, Sveinn Skorri Höskuldsson notes that the Icelandic nation would be justified in saying to Laxness the words that pass from Diljá to Steinn Ellíði in Laxness’s novel *Vefarinn mikli frá Kasimir* (1927; The Great Weaver of Kashmir): ‘I am the clay between your hands’. Without Laxness, Höskuldsson says, Icelanders would be nothing but ‘monkeys in the marshland’. This hyperbolic eulogy brings to mind Hans-Georg Gadamer’s comment that ‘a social culture that has fallen away from its religious traditions expects more from art than is in accordance with aesthetic consciousness [...]’. The romantic support for a new mythology [...] gives the artist and his task in the world the consciousness of a new consecration. He is something like a “secular savior” [...]’. There is little doubt that Icelanders have sought cultural legitimation in Laxness to a considerable extent. I shall later discuss how he himself worked his way toward such legitimation, having become fully aware that it could happen only through an investment in tradition.

Small wonder, then, that Laxness’ career as a novelist has been seen as a kind of ‘grand narrative of the Icelandic novel’ over several decades. Exactly how this happens remains to be traced in detail. Let me note a few footprints here. In 1949, when Kristinn E. Andrésson brought out his important survey of Icelandic literature from 1918 to 1948 (*Íslenskar nýttubókmenntir 1918-1948*), he certainly acknowledged Laxness’ stature, but it was still relativized by a broad literary context, where several writers played important roles, and where poetry was still at least on an equal footing with the novel in terms of significance in the literary field. But even as Andrésson was writing his book, this field was rapidly changing. Laxness’ sun was rising, and the novel was steadily becoming a more important genre in Iceland. This is reflected in the number of books of fiction published. As far as original fiction is concerned, there was an increase from 142 books in the 1930s to 244 in the 1940s. The change is more dramatic in translated literature, where we go from 277 books in the 1930s to 760 in the 1940s (most of these being translated fiction).

While translated fiction may be the best indication of changes in Icelandic reading culture,* the increasing respect enjoyed by the novel was due in no small part to the efforts of Halldór Laxness. He also ‘took’ the lion’s share of that respect. I cannot here scrutinize and map in detail the general response to Laxness as a writer and public figure, although this may seem a pressing issue given the weakness of Icelandic literary scholarship – as far as modern literature is concerned – during the formative period of Laxness’ career. The first major studies of Laxness were written by the Swedish scholar Peter Hallberg in the mid-1950s, and later translated into Icelandic. Neither Laxness nor any other twentieth-century Icelandic writer would receive such thorough critical attention from Icelandic scholars for a long time to come. But obviously there are several documents that attest to the vivid reception of Laxness’ work and the way in which he was embraced by a strong national sentiment, especially after he was awarded the Nobel Prize. There is little doubt that he came to be seen by many as a ‘secular savior’.

As far as broadly conceived works of modern literary history are concerned, we have little to go by from Andrésson’s book of 1949 until 1978, when Heimur Pálsson published his survey of Icelandic literature
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from 1550 to the present. It is a relatively short historical overview, mainly intended for school use, but as such it is likely to have been quite formative, for instance as regards public awareness of canonicity. Observing Pálsson’s presentation and discussion of Icelandic prose literature from 1920 to 1965 (excluding children’s literature) in the third edition of his book, I estimate that about half the space is given to Halldór Laxness. The limited size of the book calls for broad strokes, of course, but these proportions are jolting to say the least, and the result is that very few other writers receive the kind of attention and analysis necessary to demonstrate their historical significance. The history of prose literature in this period is thus cut to Laxness’ figure. Pálsson is quite conscious of this and states that it is ‘hardly too much said that one Iceland author towers above all others during the period 1930-50 – and in fact longer’. ‘Besides being the most prolific author,’ Pálsson says, Laxness was ‘also the one who “struck the note” for other writers during this time’, and he finds it therefore ‘natural to look mainly to his works for examples to explain the development of literature during this period’. These words do not just express a personal opinion, for Pálsson is pronouncing a critical paradigm in which the novel has become the dominant mode of prose literature and one particular novelist reigns supreme.

How did Halldór Laxness become a writer of such significance? Let us say that I refuse to accept the argument that he was a genius (at least in the romantic sense of the word). How do writers in general become so prominent? What has to happen in addition to their writing literary works of merit? How does one even, to begin with, secure the necessary attention? We can, roughly speaking, set up a bipolar spectrum, based on the presence and activities of the writer on the one hand, and the functioning of the literary establishment on the other. Of course, sometimes the two cannot be separated, for instance when a writer is interviewed by the media following a promotional push by his or her publisher. But when Winston Churchill was awarded the Nobel Prize for Literature in 1953, he was clearly backed by his reputation as a political leader more than the reception of his published writings in literary circles. The literary persona of someone like Franz Kafka, on the other hand, strong and idiosyncratic as it may seem, was channeled to the public almost exclusively through the ‘institution of literature’, and not just because he died young, for during his lifetime he was very reluctant to be prominently active in public cultural life.

Halldór Laxness was certainly not a reluctant participant in Icelandic cultural and literary life. Alongside his novels, the first of which appeared when he was seventeen, he was from early on an avid writer of essays and newspaper articles, commenting on the various aspects of culture, from Karen Blixen (attacking her) to toothbrushing (recommending it), from electricity for the countryside (supporting it) to the medieval literary heritage of Iceland (which he, at that time, saw as a burden). But the basis of his central status in Icelandic letters was solidified during World War II. He had already written important novels before that: the modernist Vefarinn mikli frá Kasmir, and the three novels that are among the highlights of modern realism in Icelandic fiction: Salka Valka (1931-1932; Salka Valka, 1936), Sjálfsúett fólk (1934-1936; Independent People, 1946/1997), and Heimsflóð (1937-1940; World Light, 1969/2002). The 1930s are the decade of Laxness on the rise, but first and foremost as a novelist. In the 1940s he becomes a cultural cannonball in Iceland. His productivity, especially during the first half of the decade, is staggering: he writes the novel trilogy Íslandshlukkan (1943-1946; Iceland’s Bell, 2003), breaks new ground by editing five medieval sagas in modern spelling (1942-1946), brings out two large collections of essays: Vetravængur dagins (1942; The Contemporary Scene) and Sjálfságör hlutir (1946; Obvious Things), and translates several literary works, including Voltaire’s Candide (1945), Hemingway’s A Farewell to Arms (1941) and Gunnar Gunnarson’s (1889-1975) five-volume novel (originally written in Danish), Fjallkirkjan (1941-1943; Church on the Mountain).

Laxness’ whole activity during this period constitutes a multilayered contemporary dialogue with Icelandic tradition. Or perhaps one should say that Laxness grasps hold of the horns of tradition, having learnt to be its master, rather than be collected up by it. Íslandshlukkan concerns itself with the heritage of the sanctified literature that was handed down to us thanks in large part to the manuscript collector Árni Magnússon (1663-
1730), reshaped in the character Arnas Arneus in the trilogy. Through his fiercely debated modern-spelling editions of the sagas (which some felt were sacrilegious and the Icelandic Parliament tried to ban), Laxness himself becomes a key player in the contemporary dissemination of the sagas, which he wanted to make more readily available to the general reading public. There was also considerable opposition to the way in which he adapted A Farewell to Arms to his own idiosyncratic style and spelling, although there were also those who felt he had manifested the parallels reputedly to be seen between the terseness of Hemingway and that of the sagas. The translation of Fjallkirkjan, on the other hand, demonstrated how masterfully Laxness could recreate, within the frame of its 'original' linguistic and geographic location, the close relationship between childhood and the Icelandic nature and countryside, which Gunnarsson had described in Danish.

Looking at this productivity as a whole, one cannot help but think that Laxness is a writer. He is involved in a heavily charged historical enterprise, in which events and works of the past are being re-presented and in which the national and the narrative become almost co-terminous; and the narrative urge is a national urge.

As a young writer in his twenties and thirties, Laxness had already aroused a good deal of attention in Iceland, and some of his writings had met with a harsh response, especially his portrayal of the Icelandic farmer in Sjálfstætt fólki. But he had not been at the centre of public literary interest, or rather, he was not felt to be the one giving the nation a voice. This was what many felt Davíð Stefánsson (1895-1964) had achieved in his poetry. In 1932, when the scholar and publisher Kristinn E. Andrésson wrote about Laxness' novel Salka Valka, he compared the two writers, saying that Laxness was not a writer who appealed to the general public ('alþýðuskáld') like Stefánsson, who 'belonged' to the people, lending it voice and taste. Laxness is more of an artist, Andrésson says, one who had studied his art intently and with a great sense of social responsibility, but also had the courage to break new ground. When Stefánsson brought out his first and only novel, Sólón Islandus, in 1940, the literary scholar Sigurður Nordal compared it to Laxness' Heimsþjós, finding that Stefánsson had confirmed his place in Icelandic literature, whereas – and this may seem a surprising statement, given that Laxness' works and views had at times been hotly debated – Laxness' books had still not received proper attention, and Icelandic literary life suffered from a lack of energy to deal with this dynamic shapeshifter. By the late 1940s, a number of young writers, with voices very different to that of Stefánsson, were effecting a modernist breakthrough in poetry. But the literary field was also changing in other ways, probably in no small measure because of Laxness' cultural engineering, and the literary focus was shifting from poetry toward narrative interests. This is not to say that Laxness, like Stefánsson earlier on, had become the nation's literary darling (this was to happen later), but rather that he had vigorously worked his way to the heart of the nation's cultural concerns. In fact, he was deeply involved in defining these concerns during a period of world crisis which hastened the nation's full independence, declared in June 1944 when Iceland was still occupied by the American forces. During and following the Second World War, Iceland modernized rapidly, both in industrial and economic terms, but at the same time there was a great concern with traditions that were seen as sanctifying and providing the cultural 'content' of the independence. In his writings, his cultural involvements, and his socialist political stance, Laxness assumed a key position vis-à-vis tradition, an attitude at once radical and conservative. He had once written about the nineteenth-century romantic Jónas Hallgrímsson (1807-1845) that he was a 'poet of Icelandic consciousness' with deep roots in nature, history, the nation, and the language. Like the romantics in the previous century, Laxness had come to see the literary heritage as a national challenge, but whereas for them poetry had been the privileged literary genre, for Laxness the novel became the modern form par excellence, one that through its epic machinery could embrace history, tradition, and ultimately even the domain of the venerated medieval sagas.

Islandsklukkan admonishes Icelanders of the need to commit the nation's history (including its long history as a Danish colony) to memory in order to have recourse to it in the future. There is little doubt that the novel itself means to bring a historical lesson to bear on the contemporary situation, when the new republic was hosting a new foreign power. Laxness' next novel, Atómstöðin (1948; The Atom
of his writing during this period, this ideology was eclipsed by the very narrative of Icelandic history and tradition which began to preoccupy the author and would later form a salient part of the representation of his career, ultimately making him a ‘þjóðskáld’ (a ‘national’ poet or writer, a term of honour previously used only about writers of poetry). Laxness manages to grab a hold of the hermeneutic circle formed by Jónas Hallgrímsson and his fellow romantics – a circle or a loop allowing for a seemingly direct contact between the achievements of medieval Iceland and the struggle to regain independence and bring new life to Icelandic culture and society14 – and he adapts this circle to his own purposes. Through his intelligent and poetic staging of history and (re)creation of meaningful places, his cross-historical trajectory of language, and not least his creation of humorous, dramatic and memorable characters, he managed to get himself into a key position with regard to tradition and nationality. Ultimately, he became the heir to Icelandic literary greatness – the one who renovated and legitimized the pride his compatriots could feel about their tradition. It is futile to wonder whether this would have happened had the greatest and ‘ultimate’ recognition not come from abroad, in the form of the world’s best known literary prize. The fact is that the Icelandic public more or less accepted the Swedish academy’s link between the medieval epic heritage and Laxness’ achievements.

This link, or circle, has since solidified and can be seen in a number of contexts. When Laxness died in 1998, the American novelist Brad Leithauser wrote an article celebrating the writer and his work. This is part of the context he sets up:

Laxness drew strength from his country’s literary traditions, particularly its improbably ‘Golden Age’ (roughly 1230-1280 AD), when anonymous scribes, toiling over calfskin, recorded those Sagas that have earned Iceland a permanent place in world literature. The Sagas lend credibility to what was, on the face of it, a pretty shaky enterprise: Laxness’ decision, in the first quarter of this century, to build an international career based in Modern Icelandic.

Leithauser goes on to say that Laxness’ ambition was to become ‘a major, truly modern writer – a legitimate heir to Ibsen and Hamsun and Strindberg – rooted in Viking culture’. 15
The Nature of the Logical Novel

The term "logical novel" refers to a narrative form that incorporates logical arguments and mathematical proofs as part of the plot. This genre often blends elements of fiction with concepts from mathematics, logic, and philosophy. In a logical novel, the characters may engage in debates, solve puzzles, or work through complex problems that require logical reasoning. The narrative structure is typically more complex than that of a traditional novel, with a focus on the development of logical arguments rather than on the traditional elements of character development and plot progression. Logical novels have been associated with the works of authors like G.K. Chesterton, J.R.R. Tolkien, and Agatha Christie, who incorporated logical puzzles and deductions into their stories. The genre has also been popular in recent years, with contemporary authors exploring its potential in modern literature.
supposedly ‘canonical’, prose writers: Gunnar Gunnarsson and Þorbergur Þórðarson (1889-1974). The latter did not write novels in the accepted sense of that term; his works seem to belong in the less respected fields of biography and autobiography, even though he received great praise for his 'style'. The former lived for a long time in Denmark and wrote his novels in the language of Iceland’s long-time colonizer. Although these books were translated and Gunnarsson started writing in Icelandic after his return to the country in 1939, the literary system has taken a long time to accommodate his bicultural status. There are some recent signs, brought along by a widening understanding of the novel genre, that these writers will be getting more critical attention in times to come.

The shadow also works in other, somewhat devious, ways. Few would disagree that the most prevalent theme in Icelandic fiction from the 1930s into the 1960s was the massive migration from the countryside to urban areas, especially to the capital, Reykjavík. Laxness wrote only one novel that incorporates this important historical theme, Atómstöðin. It can certainly be argued that younger writers wishing to come to terms with this theme or generally wanting to portray the new urban life of Iceland’s capital did indeed look to Atómstöðin. It is also true, however, that while this single novel has often been the focus of critical debate, not enough attention has been given to the various ways in which this theme has manifested itself in narrative fiction, sometimes in a more complex and nuanced manner than in Atómstöðin, for instance in Stefán Jónsson’s (1905-1966) novel, Vegurinn að bróinni (1962; The Road to the Bridge).

But the shadow of Laxness – again, in the sense of critical awareness – also eclipsed activity at the margins of the field of fiction, activity that sometimes ran counter to the dominant mimetic aesthetic, even allowing this aesthetic a wide spectrum from the social-realistic to the national-romantic, a spectrum that Laxness embraces generously in his novels of the 1930s and 1940s. Previously, in Vefarinn mikil frá Kasmír, Laxness had sought to make a modernist breakthrough in Icelandic fiction, and the nontraditional aspects of this novel seemed to link it to a few other, often quite different, innovations in Icelandic prose, especially Þorbergur Þórðarson’s Bréf til Láru (1924; Letter to

Laura). The social and national concerns of the 1930s, however, were not propitious to the formation of a modernist literary paradigm, and Laxness made a decisive turn away from modernism. This is amply exemplified in his novels, but also in his shift from his experimental and playful early poetry to traditional verse, and in his dismissive remarks about lyric modernism.
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Around 1950 a thorough modernist breakthrough finally occurred in Icelandic poetry, and in the 1950s a few writers followed suit in short fiction. But the few modernist experiments in the ‘circle’ of the novel received minimal consideration, the responses swinging from a refusal to recognize such works as novels, to dismissive comments about how this had all been done already, presumably for the most part abroad. Too much fielding with the narrative of the novel was not tolerated. While Laxness’ Gerpla (1952) can certainly be seen as an experiment in form and language, a radical act of ‘making it new’, Laxness himself continued to act as a spokesman for the epic tradition in his critical writings and commentary. As late as 1959 he attacked modern fiction which, in its ‘sickening’ and ‘subjectivist’ obsessions, refused to tell of ‘remarkable events that have taken place in the world’. But at this time he was already having doubts about such epic monumentalism, as we see in his novels Brekkukotsannáll (1957; The Fish Can Sing 1966/2000) and Paradísarheimt (1960; Paradise Reclaimed 1962/2002), and quite clearly in an article of 1962 where he takes his leave of the novel, indicating his wish to write for the theatre. This he does, and here his experimentalism is let loose without narrative restraints.

Ironically, however, even as he charges into his own version of the theatre of the absurd, he cannot help continuing his defence of the local terrain of the epic novel that was still so strongly associated with his great achievements. A non-Icelandic reader of the previous discussion may already have asked a silent question: What about translations of modernist novels, that after all had been quite prominent, at least in English, German, French and American fiction, since the 1920s? But while translated fiction comprised the largest sector of literary
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to edit a collection of Hallgrímsso’s poems and stories: Jónas Hallgrímsson, Kveði og sögur (Reykjavik: Heimskringla, 1957).


20. There has been some disagreement about how to interpret the literary-historical status of the non-traditional ‘unrest’ of the 1920s. Halldór Guðmundsson sees it as a breakthrough of literary modernity facilitating subsequent literary development, whereas I have argued that recognizing the ‘stalling’ of modernism is crucial in a historical analysis of the period in question (i.e. the period from the 1920s into the 1960s). Cf. Halldór Guðmundsson, ‘Loksins, loksins’. Vefarinn mikil og upphaf Íslenzka nútímaðökenntna (Reykjavik: Mál og menning, 1987), and Ástráður Eysteinsson, ‘Fyrsta nútímaskálisgan og móðursmínum’, Umbrot, pp.56-91.


24. I have discussed this in more detail in my ‘Modernity at the Borders’.